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Abstract

This paper forges an agenda for researching geographies of infants. Scholars have tended to overlook the everyday geographies of very young children. However, outside of geography, infancy is seen as a specifically dynamic period of life, and is subject to sustained research and policy intervention. In particular, early childhood is viewed as a key point in which to intervene to transform enduring, interconnected, societal, educational, and health based inequalities (Department of Health and Department for Education, 2013; US Early Head Start Act, 2007). Food and feeding are seen as critical both to the health of infants now and of the children and adults they become (NHS Start 4 Life, 2010). However, much policy and research under-theorises the importance of socio-spatial contexts and the subjectivity/agency of infants. There is, then, an urgent need for geographers to put infants onto the agenda, to inform and challenge these dominant accounts. Researching with infants necessitates not just critiquing modern, liberal notions of an autonomous subject/agent, but developing a new way of understanding subjectivity and agency. Drawing upon Lupton’s (2013) notion of infant-carer interembodiment, I suggest a way forward with reference to the material geographies of infant feeding.
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Introduction

The idea of exploring infant geographies emerged as a result of being asked to give a presentation to an audience of geographers of children and youth shortly following my first maternity leave. I wondered what I could write about, given I had spent the best part of a year in an overwhelming and all-consuming baby focused time-space. Before I started my maternity leave my husband and I jokingly labelled it my sabbatical. Although I realized that I would have plenty to do, in my naiveté I was also intending to catch up with all my reading. I had envisaged that in the early months, I would have lots of time as the baby slept during the day – and when I was not catching up with my own sleep I would read articles and books – both academic and instructions about how to be a parent. How my baby wonderfully intruded her own self on my plans. At the same time I was destabilised in my own sense of bounded self-identity or subjectivity by the physical and emotional co-dependency of myself and my baby, as others have been (Longhurst, 2008; Tahhan, 2013). My baby and I had been intimately interconnected as she grew inside my body as a foetus, connected by the placenta (Colls and Fannin, 2013). This material and psychic interdependency was continued after birth by breastfeeding and caring for her needs. She seemed so vulnerable and her life precarious (Lupton, 2014). Importantly, however, the psychic and material interdependency was not just between myself and my baby, but was also connected to a variety of human and non-human ‘others’. Notably the baby’s dad (my husband), grandparents, a wider extended family, the food I ate, midwives, health visitors, weighing scales, the garden, the sea, and so on.
At the same time as I was so consumed and destabilised by being a new mother, I became intrigued by why had I read so few geographical, or social, studies that really, seriously, included babies or very young children as competent agents. I begin to approach this question in this paper. The relative absence of infants as research partners mirrors the previous neglect of children and youth in geography and the social sciences. I also begin to question these issues in an earlier paper (Holt, 2013). The earlier paper finds immanent baby geographies in Judith Butler’s work on the Psychic Life of Power. This paper reflects further upon these concerns to explore more specifically the potentialities of infant geographies within existing geographical and sociological literature. I argue that whereas existing research is emerging that figures infants as recipients of care and increasingly explores what parents and other carers do in relation to subjectifying very young children, the effect of these practices on (and of) the emerging embodied subjectivity/agency of infants has been under-explored. In this paper, then, I put more flesh on the bones of exploring how:

“The specific contexts of infants’ emergence are of particular interest to exploring the nature of subjection, how enduring inequalities are reproduced via embodied identities, and how social transformation could proceed” (Holt, 2013, p. 658).

In particular, I suggest that Lupton’s (2013) concept of interembodiment is a useful starting point for exploring the intersubjective, interdependent subjectivity/agency of infants with their carers. I argue, however, that there is a need to more fully explore how these embodied, material, subjectivities/agencies develop within specific socio-spatial and economic contexts, along with examining interembodiment with a range of
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people and things. Arguably, these contexts become embodied within material porous, dynamic infant corporealities, via (among other things) different feeding practices. In the final section I reflect upon how this could be taken forward in substantive geographies of infant feeding.

The paper has three main sections. In the next section, I discuss why infants *as agents* are largely absent from geography and why this absence matters. In the second section, I reflect upon the potentials for infant geographies emerging within feminist geographies of parenting and child caring. In third section, I identify an agenda for exploring infant-carer material and psychic interdependent subjectivity/agency, drawing upon Lupton’s (2013) concept of ‘interembodiment’. I argue the need for exploring material, tangible, interembodiments in socio-spatially shifting contexts, and interembodiments with a range of people and things. This is crucial since infancy is viewed as a particular moment in the development of human beings in which socio-spatial inequalities are (re)produced and have the potential to be challenged, as infancy is such a dynamic period of growth and change. I suggest that more attention needs to be paid to the specific, interdependent, subjectivity/agency of infants within this interembodiment along with the ways in which interembodiments shifts in different socio-spatial contexts. I suggest three potential, interconnected, foci for developing geographies of infants: parent/carer-infant geographies in specific spaces (‘public’, ‘private’, ‘institutional’), subject(ific)ation within infant-other emotional attachment in different spatial contexts (Holt, 2013); and, the material incorporation of (class) habitus in developing infant bodies via different feeding practices. The third potential avenue of interest is illustrated more fully in the last section, which examines material incorporation of socio-economic inequalities into infants’
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developing bodies via feeding practices, which have interconnected psychic (Frampton, 2004) and corporeal elements, drawing upon Bourdieu (1984) and Bennett (2009). I conclude by outlining the importance of working towards critical geographies of infants, to challenge dominant accounts of infancy emerging from child development and attachment theory, as indeed critical geographers have challenged psychoanalysis (Bondi, 2014).

Why are infants as agents largely absent from geography, and does this matter?

The emergence of the sub/interdisciplinary field of geographies of children and youth has led to a significant growth in awareness and scholarship about the spaces and spatiality of young people within geography (for recent reviews see Holloway, 2014; Holloway & Pimlott-Wilson, 2011; Jeffrey, 2010, 2012, 2013; Skelton, 2009, 2015). However, to date, the sub-discipline, geography and, indeed, the wider social sciences (Brownlie & Leith, 2011; Lupton, 2013b) have tended to neglect the experiences of infants and very young children. The relative absence of very young children as research participants in geographies and social studies of children and youth is tied to the focus of those in the ‘middle years of childhood’. Overcoming the tendency to neglect this group has been a pivotal element of the social studies of childhood (James, Jenks, & Prout, 1998). Accounts of youth have also continued apace (Evans, 2008). A very small number of studies have attempted to engage with young children as agents (Gallacher, 2005; Harker, 2005; Hancock & Gillen, 2007; Horton & Kraftl, 2010). I am aware of only one recent study which specifically seeks to explore the geographies of infants as agents (de Campos Tebet, 2015). In this paper I loosely define infants as children under two years of age, following Stern (2006). However,
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of course, the meaning of infancy is socio-spatially specific and shifting. Infancy is generally viewed as earliest childhood, a period of rapid growth and development, when people change from being a new born baby to a toddler able in most cases to walk and talk. It is this very dynamic bodily growth and enhancing of capacities that is interesting to geographers. Infants challenge children’s geographers to re-engage with the changing bodily growth and development of children, and their changing capacities. Infants express agency, certainly, but the way they express this agency is intimately bound with the responses of others; younger infants are pre-vocal, although of course not pre-social, and present challenges to geographers in relation to how we think of children’s agency. Also, infant bodies and psyches are materially forged at this time in ways which endure and are carried forward into adult selves (Pile, 1996; Thomas, 2014). In psychology, child development, education and health literature, infancy is viewed as a particular moment to intervene in a host of interconnected socio-spatial and socio-economic inequalities.

The recasting of children as agents has been central to the emergence of geographical and social scholarship about young people (Holloway & Valentine, 2000; Holt, 2011; Hopkins, 2013; James et al., 1998; Kraftl, Horton, & Tucker, 2012). Arguably, however, the centrality of seeking children’s agency within geographical and social studies of childhood has precluded a serious engagement with infants4; they do not express the kinds of independent agency which often underpin the research approaches adopted in this inter/sub-discipline – implicitly if not explicitly. It is impossible to ‘listen’ to ‘infants’ voices in a straightforward manner. Perhaps infants would not respond well to the participatory, child-centred methods which have been
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central to other areas of children’s geographies (although see de Campos Tebet, 2015). In relation to toddlers, Gallacher (2005, p. 243) claims that:

“Early childhood has been somewhat neglected, perhaps due to ‘our’ general underestimation of the abilities and social competence of young children and the perceived methodological difficulties in engaging with them”

This argument interestingly mirrors the justifications given for the development of new social studies of childhood (James et al, 1998). Although agreeing with Gallacher (2005) overall, I would further argue that, in order to work with very young children as agents, more needs to be done to unpick the way agency has been understood in geographies of children and youth and in the discipline more broadly. Recent accounts have questioned the nature, and suggested a need for more explicit conceptualisation, of the agency of children and youth (e.g. Blazek, 2013; Gallacher & M. Gallagher, 2008; Horton & Kraftl, 2006; Kraftl, 2013; Vanderbeck, 2008) and substantive approaches to researching with children and young people within more critical frameworks have been explored (e.g. Bartos, 2013; Rautio, 2013; Woodyer, 2008). However, pragmatically, in our endeavours to ‘listen to the voices’ of children, and emphasise the independent capacities and capabilities of children and young people, by contrast to common-sense approaches of young people as having limited agency, geographers of children and youth have often tended to uncritically adopt liberal notions of the agent, which emphasise agency as independent and autonomous, and also somewhat disembodied (see Ruddick, 2007).
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If infants are to be included in geographical research in ways which take seriously their agency, an acceptance is required that infants are clearly *not* the same as adults. The specific difference and corporeal growth and development of children has been somewhat side-lined as an issue in children’s geographies, wherein scholars have preferred to focus on the capacities that children have, although this has not been without debate (Jones, 2001). Similarly questions of childhood development, which continue to underpin much social policy towards children, have been neglected, as geographers have jettisoned engagement with child development theory. Child development theory is often viewed as neglecting the socio-spatial specificities of child development and side-lining the everyday social and cultural geographies of children (see Prout, 2005; Holloway, 2014, for critique). However, infants, with their very different capacities and bodies force attention to the embodiment (Aitken, 2001; Colls and Hörschelmann, 2009; Prout, 2000) and development and growth of children. Indeed, it is timely to re-engage with theories of child development which influence policy and practice, since these theories have often changed in dialogue with critical geographies and social studies of young people (Jenks, 2004; Maynard and Thomas, 2014).

Geographers of children and youth have created a sub/interdisciplinary field around exploring the experiences young people, while simultaneously acknowledging and emphasising the indeterminacy and difficulties of fully defining what a child is. Similarly, I argue for examining the experiences of infants and very young children whilst working with the fluidity of these categories. Like childhood, the boundary between infancy and the rest of childhood is not fixed or given. Infancy must be seen as an embodied socio-spatial construct, and so the exact period of infancy is socio-
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spatially specific. Infancy is, however, tied to a specific corporeality, which is interesting for geographers and other social scientists. Infancy is typified by rapid growth, development and change as the child moves from being a pre-vocal (although not pre-social) baby, dependent on others for almost every physical and emotional need, to a toddler generally (although not always) able to talk to some degree, walk, and so on. It clearly can be argued that infants and babies are agents, however, it is also evident that babies do not demonstrate independent, sovereign agency. This, and infants’ specific dependency (Keller, 2007) is what is so interesting and challenging to geographers. Infants provoke geographers of children and youth to think differently about agency and development, since infants do not express the kinds of independent agency so often required in participatory research. Infants force geographers to confront that children are not the same as adults, and to think again about processes of development and growth within children’s geographies (see also Holloway, 2014), which have been side-lined in the interests of focusing on children’s agency. An infant is not the same as an adult, although his/her growth and development at any given stage cannot be equated unproblematically with her/his agency nor can the level of knowledge or development be directly attributed to his/her chronological age. At the same time, since psychoanalytical accounts posit infancy as important in forging adult subjectivities, focusing on infancy can help to critically assess and explore ways of understanding agency as always intersubjective and interdependent. Our infancies and their ‘necessary dependencies’ (Butler, 2004) are always present in our adult selves. Also intriguing is the interconnected material, bodily process of growth and change, and the ways in which material infant bodies are produced in specific ways in particular contexts. This materiality remains present in adult bodies. The food ingested in childhood has a formative effect on bodies; infants’ social origins can
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become indelibly marked in their bodies through food consumed, influencing both the materiality of their bodies (Huërou-Luron, Blat, & Boudry, 2010) and possibly future tastes and preferences (Robinson, Ntani, Simmonds, Syddall, Dennison, Sayer, Barker, & Cooper, 2013). Therefore, infants are often seen as adults’ becomings, and this provides specific insight and interest into how to change and transform inequalities in society. However, the here and now geographies of infancy are of importance and interest to geographers, as those of children and youth have been (Uprichard, 2008).

Engaging with infants necessitates a fuller deconstruction of the notions of agency adopted and a reconfiguring of how agency can be understood in light of this challenge. Our research practices need to engage fully with the idea that all agents only become through intersubjective relations of physical and emotional interdependence in space (see for instance Butler, 2004; Holt, 2013). The very agenda of listening to the voices and experiences of young people and emphasising their agency, which is so central to geographies of children and youth, seems somewhat at odds with post-structural endeavours to deconstruct modern conceptions of ‘the agent’ from a variety of perspectives. This is problematic since these modern figurations of agency have served to marginalize children, as Ruddick (2007) forcefully points out. Although post-structuralist accounts can assist in deconstructing and problematizing ideas of agency, it is arguably politically and indeed conceptually, problematic to jettison any idea of a specifically human agency (see also Cresswell, 2012). Nonetheless, it is important to consider how to take account in our methodologies of the way that agency is always already subjected, indeed, emerges through subjection (Butler, 1997). Therefore dynamic ‘structures’
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are embodied within subject/agents, as a condition of their emergence, and thus agents are never sovereign, independent, or autonomous and cannot survey ‘from above’ all the conditions, limitations and potentialities of their existence. Although agency, then, cannot be known outwith subjectiving power, some part of agency arguably emerges from somewhere beyond this subjectiving power. Implicitly, Butler sites this agency within the sub/beyond conscious, raising the importance of earliest childhood, as further discussed in Holt (2013).

The relative absence of infants within geography and indeed critical social science accounts is particularly problematic given the importance placed on the pre-school age group in theories of child development, critical accounts of social reproduction and psychoanalytical approaches. Infanthood is viewed as the pivotal period in which an individual’s capacity to learn is largely established (Keating, 2010), classed dispositions embodied (Bourdieu & Thompson, 1991) and personality, mental (ill)health and wellbeing and/or anxieties and neuroses laid down (Zeana, Gunnar, McCall, Kreppner, & Fox, 2011; Thomas, 2014). A substantial body of research explores earliest childhood and government policies increasingly intervene in this phase of life (e.g. the UK Giving all Children a Healthy Start in Life, Department of Health (DH) & Department for Education (DfE), 2013; US Early Head Start Act, 2007). There is an intense governmentality of early childhood (N. Rose, 1990). As a result of the limited engagement from geographers and other critical social scientists (although see Brownlie & Leith, 2011; Gottlieb, 2000; Lupton, 2013), very early childhood remains largely the domain of child development psychologists, psychoanalysts and attachment theorists, particularly, as Moss and Petrie (2002)
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argue, within the Anglophone countries of the Global North (for exception see Keller, 2013; Olsson, 2010).

Popular books aimed at helping new parents of infants are seeped within ‘normalised’ notions of both childhood development and infant-parent emotional attachment (N. Rose, 1999). Policy interventions in the earliest years permeate everyday life of parents with small children. Much of the evidence-base of these policies is underpinned by theories of child development and attachment which tend to (re)produce the idea of a normally developing child, the primacy of the mother-infant attachment and underplay socio-spatial variability and context. For instance, discussions of promoting healthy emotional development are often underpinned by John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth’s attachment theories (see Ainsworth, 1969; J. Bowlby, 1973, 1979; 2005; Steele and Steele, 2014; Kraftl, 2013) and Winnicott’s, related, concept of the ‘good enough mother’ (e.g. Winnicott, 1960), which are so pervasive and taken-for-granted they are not always directly referenced.

Midwives and health visitors might provide welcome help to new parents; however, they are also mechanisms of governmentality, intensive surveillance, and control of early parenting by the state, and a specific component of the intensive parenting discussed by Hays (1996); Ferudi (2008); Craig, Powell, and Smyth (2014); Faircloth (2014); and Holloway and Pimlott Wilson (2014) among others. Infants’ bodies are constantly weighed and measured and checks are conducted to ensure that infants are within ‘normal’ ranges. There remains an urgent need to engage in dialogue with the substantial literature about infant development and attachment which predominate in social policy understandings of infancy; a challenge to these scientific knowledges in
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relation to children more generally was pivotal to the instigation of new social studies of childhood and geographies of children and youth (James et al., 1998; Holloway & Pimlott-Wilson, 2011).

Immanent geographies of infancy: affective and emotional geographies of parenting/caring, pregnancy and childbirth

Although infants as agents have not been a central concern for geographers, there are immanent geographies of infants within which this agenda is situated. Infants have been an ‘absent presence’ within certain sub-disciplines of geography, notably feminist studies and population research. That is the presence of infants has been acknowledged but their perspectives little interrogated. In these sub-disciplines, until recently very young children tend to be present as ‘passive recipients of care’ (e.g. in feminist research) and/or ‘objects of analyses’ (e.g. within population geography). Little has been done to take account of the embodied subjectivity/agency of infants. This reflects the position of children more generally within these strands of geographical research until around the 2000s (Holloway & Valentine, 2000). Conceptualizations of children and childhood have been challenged and transformed within much of geography, including in those sub-disciplines previously critiqued for treating children as objects, such as feminist and population geography (e.g. Holloway & Pimlott-Wilson 2011; Pimlott-Wilson, 2012; Van Blerk 2008; Valentine, 1997, 2008). However, constructions of infants, specifically, as passive, have been largely uncontested.
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The most significant existent geographical literature in which infants feature is broadly feminist studies of child-caring and families. Infants have featured prominently in feminist studies, as they require a great deal of care, which is usually delivered by women – with significant impacts upon their everyday lives, and trajectories in paid careers (A. Gallagher, 2013). A high proportion of feminist studies of caring continue to focus, rather paradoxically, on the ‘public’ space of non-parental child-care (e.g. Boyer, Reimer, & Irvine, 2013; Vincent & Braun, 2013); although of course the nature of privatised commoditised childcare questions the public/private dichotomy, as it is neither a public nor a private space, but a semi-public institutionalised space which only specific individuals – infants and young children, nursery staff and possibly parents or people with parental responsibility, can access.

Despite the insights of these studies, seldom is the subjectivity/agency of infants fully explored, although that of older children might be. Nonetheless, recent feminist studies which interrogate emotional geographies of parenting and ‘doing family’ with infants (e.g. Aitken, 2000, 2009; Gabb, 2004; Madge & Connor, 2005, 2006; Luzia, 2010) point to the possibilities of infant geographies. Parents and children have intersubjective relationships based upon reciprocal ties of emotional interdependency – albeit shot through with unequal relations of power between parents and children, between the parents, parents and other family members, and between parents and broader society. Infants, like parents (Madge & Connor, 2005) are constituted and ‘become’ subject/agents through these relationships.

These more emotional and affective geographies of parenting have been further developed to explore a variety of caring relationships by Boyer et al. (2013). This
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research explores the emotional geographies of formal childcare settings, emphasising the emotional nature of the relationships in these spaces. They focus on the positive emotional relationships between children and nursery staff, along with the concept of emotional labour. Indeed, as Boyer et al. (2013) state, much future research could be conducted to explore emotional geographies of various care-settings. However, it would be appropriate to consider more fully the agency of the infants in these settings, following the lead of Gallacher (2005) and Horton and Kraftl (2010).

Studies of the intersubjective, affective, relationships between parents and other carers and children, including infants, begin to highlight the importance of infants as agents. Consider for instance Stuart Aitken’s (2000) son Ross, who refused to be pacified in the usual way in the public space of a family gathering, leading to a female relative casting Aitken as having the wrong kind of, masculine, body to care for a child competently. Infant geographies could build upon these accounts by focusing more specifically on the subjectivity/agency of infants within these intersubjective exchanges (see also Aitken and Herman, 1997).

Feminist geographers have become increasingly interested in exploring pre-parenting, birth and breastfeeding; these geographies serve to destabilise dominant, liberal notions of the subject, by emphasising corporeal interdependency, largely from the perspective of the mother. Foetuses and babies are co-present in these studies of pregnancy and birthing (e.g. Longhurst, 2000; 2008), and breastfeeding (e.g. Boyer, 2011, 2012; Longhurst, 2008; Mahon-Daly & Andrews, 2002; Newell, 2013). The foetus or infant is important, less for its/her/his own subjectivity than as it/he/she emphasises the limits to the bounded subjectivity of the mother, and therefore
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autonomous subjectivity more generally. For instance, Longhurst (2008, p. 4) suggests that:

“Pregnant bodies trouble binary thinking. They undergo a bodily process that transgresses the boundaries between inside and outside, same and other, subject and object, and even male and female (when women carry boys)”

The babies and foetuses in Longhurst’s fascinating research are imbued with an imminent subjectivity, rather than a subjectivity or agency already realised. As Longhurst (2009) reflects on her experience of researching YouTube birthing videos:

“I found myself wondering how I might feel if I ever happened to meet the child being born and whether I would admit to watching the YouTube video” (p.52).

These studies have inspired Lupton (2013) in developing her idea of interembodiment to conceptualise the complex physical interdependency of mothers in particular, and very young children.

Interembodiment

Lupton (2013) draws upon Merleau-Ponty and others to develop the concept of interembodiment, or ‘skinship’ (Tahhan, 2010) to describe the affective, corporeal interconnectedness of (particularly) maternal and infant bodies:

“Through touching-being touched, moving-being moved, feeling-being felt, hearing-being heard, the bodies of the mother and infant come close, or bend to each other, and then spread away from each other. The concept of ‘infant’
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and ‘mother’ each defines and is inseparable from the other, and each body’s ‘being-in-the-world’ is shaped by the other’s” (Lupton, 2013, p. 40).

Interembodiment usefully conceptualises the infant/carer bodies and subjectivities as mutually constituted, intersubjective and interdependent. In a similar vein Tahhan (2013) elucidates the concept of ‘touch’ as a: “…complexly embodied and sensuous experience…, [which] helps us explore the relations between the emotional and physical sense of touch” (p. 46). This begins to clarify the kind of agency that infants could be viewed as holding, as it is always forged through relationships with others and dependent upon the responses of others. The emergence of the sense (or fiction) of self or a subject/agent occurs within this close interdependent relationship with others. Interembodiment helps to express the particular emotional and physical interdependency of the infant and its carers. As Butler (2004) points out, this dependency is a foundational dependency of subject/agents, which is never left behind.

Although a useful conceptual starting point, I would argue that Lupton (2013) does not substantially get to grips with the specific nature of infants’ agency or subjectivity. Instead the discussion swiftly moves on to analyse parents’ narratives (see also Brownlie & Leith, 2011) or discursive representations (Lupton, 2014). The role of the specific subjectivity-agency of the infant is under-explored. Further, the emphasis is on relationships between infants and human ‘others’, notably, although not exclusively, mothers. However, infants are situated within interembodiments with a host of human and non-human others. The implicit, perhaps unintentional emphasis on the mother-infant relationship, mirrors attachment theory, the continuing power
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and pervasiveness of which in social policy towards young children is difficult to overstate (Steele and Steele, 2014). It is somewhat surprising that given the importance of attachment theory to social policy and literature pertaining to early childhood development, and some of the similarities in themes with the concept of interembodiment, that Lupton (2013) makes no direct reference to the theory, which perhaps is, nonetheless a shadowy backdrop.

I argue that to fully explore interembodiment, it is necessary to examine the fleshy material reality of infant/carer mind-bodies, how these intersect with, and are pervaded and forged by societal impulses, and connected to a host of human and non-human others. This interest is tied to an increasing field of geographies of the body inspired by Longhurst (1997). A geographical perspective could interrogate how these discursive materialities are socio-spatially shifting. The relationship between an infant and its carers is situated in space, performed differently in different places, and the porous boundaries of the interconnected bodies are pervaded and indeed forged and created by a host of social, economic, political and cultural impulses emanating from a variety of scales and origins. The subjectivity/agency of the infant is important in these relationships. Despite many critiques levelled at attachment theories (e.g. see Bessell, 2015; Hollway, 2006), they do emphasise that infants are, from their earliest moments of life, social beings, who seek to provoke specific responses to forge attachment to the adults round them. Music (2010, p. 43) claims that:

“…infants are active partners in interactive exchange, and when things are going well it is often infants who make and break contact. They have few
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resources at their disposal, but they can look away, avoid contact, gesture and illicit interest…”.

A more explicit engagement with attachment theory could emphasise the child’s subjectivity/agency in interembodiment.

At this moment, I can envisage three interconnected, potential foci for developing geographies of infants: parent/carer-infant geographies in specific spaces (‘public’, ‘private’, ‘institutional’), subject(ific)ation within infant-other emotional attachment in different spatial contexts (Holt, 2013); and, the material incorporation of (class) habitus in developing infant bodies via different feeding practices. This is clearly not an exhaustive list; rather it is a series of suggestions for possible research agendas. At heart these infant geographies tie together recent emotional and socio-cultural geographies of parenting and/or caring for young children with lessons learned from geographies that emphasise the interdependent and emerging agency of young children, to challenge dominant accounts of infant development which do not fully explore the specificity of infants’ subjectivity/agency or the socio-spatial contexts of the emergence of the infant. In the remainder of the paper I focus on the final avenue of the material incorporation of socio-spatial contexts in dynamic infant bodies via different feeding practices.

Interembodied geographies of infant feeding: embodying socio-spatial inequalities in dynamic infant corporealities

Practices of breastfeeding evoke the concept of interembodiment, as Lupton (2013) highlights:
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“Breastfeeding is an embodied experience that involves parts of the mother’s body (the nipple and the breast milk itself) being inserted into the mouth of the infant for lengthy periods, so that their bodies are conjoined in a literal as well as a metaphorical sense” (p.40-14)

Although geographical accounts have emphasised the affectual and emotional aspects of breastfeeding (e.g. Boyer 2012; Longhurst, 2008), they have not fully explored the interembodiment of infants/mothers. Interembodiment has much to offer geographical discussions of breastfeeding, by making these accounts more attune to the interrelationship between the infant and the mother in their experiences of places and spaces. For instance, Boyer (2012) discusses how women breastfeeding in public can feel like ‘affect aliens’ (Ahmed, 2010, in Boyer 2012: 557). However, interembodiment could give further account of the specific, interconnected and intersubjective agency of infants/carers as they move through and perform space. For instance, some infant/mothers feed quickly, others need an extended latch, making discrete feeding impossible (see Lane, 2014). The intersubjective, or interembodied, relationship between the mother and infant influences the experience of being or not being an ‘affect alien’ in specific places, and gives an entree into a more sensitive account of infants’ intersubjective agency.

At the same time, geographical accounts of breastfeeding have much to contribute to interembodiment, by emphasising that breastfeeding is a set of practices which occur within specific socio-spatial contexts (Boyer, 2011, 2012; Faircloth, 2013). This moves the lens beyond a focus simply on the interembodiment of infants and parents towards the ways infants/parents/carers are situated in, connected to, pervaded by host
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human and non-human ‘others’ in specific spaces (Newell, 2013). Indeed, parents’ moral and pragmatic decisions about how to feed their infant are tied to their lived experience of different places and their everyday lives (Boyer, 2012). As Pain, Bailey, and Mowl (2001) emphasise, these decisions take place within broader socio-spatial contexts and parenting cultures. To date, the focus of geographical research about infant feeding has been on milk feeding, specifically breastfeeding; however, weaning practices, the introduction of solids and the decision of whether to breastfeed, and/or when to cease breastfeeding also have important health and socio-psychic implications, which have yet to be explored in geographical and sociological accounts of infant feeding.

Food can be seen as a non-human other in infants’ interembodied relationships (Roe, 2006a, b; 2010), although the human/non-human status of breast milk is more equivocal (see also Boyer, 2010). Different infant feeding practices materially create and forge dynamic growing infant bodies and agencies/subjectivities. Bennett (2009, p. 40) emphasises how food becomes human tissue:

“…once ingested, once, that is, food coacts with the hand that places it in one’s mouth, with the metabolic agencies of the intestines, pancreas, kidneys …. food can generate new human tissue”.

Bennett (2009) goes on to explore how food has a kind of agency within bodies, in terms of the physiological and neurological outcomes of consuming different foodstuffs, and also the ability of different food compounds to cause cravings in individuals.
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For infants, the hand (bottle, breast, cup, spoon) that places food/drink into the mouth may belong to someone else and food available (including type of milk) is certainly selected by another. The infant has the ability to refuse the food, and this might change the food offered another time (Carruth, Ziegler, Gordon, & Barr 2004). In Lupton (2013: 44) mothers’ accounts discuss: “infants’ potential to manipulate the feeding relationship for their own ends as they grow older, and thus [mothers] view them as acquiring agency and the ability to negotiate”. Therefore the specific and changing interembodied subjectivity/agency of infants warrants further analysis within these geographies of infant feeding. Infants’ agency is specific and can only be understood in relation to the others with whom s/he connects, and upon whose response s/he is dependent. Although the interembodiment of infants and carers is particularly visceral, all humans are interembodied, interconnected and enacting their agency is dependent upon the response of others (Butler, 2004). Hence examining feeding opens up interembodiment to explore how a range of bodies, both human and non-human intersect and co-act with each other.

These interembodiments occur within specific and differentiated socio-spatial contexts. It is intriguing to consider how different foodstuffs are viewed as more or less desirable, affordable, or appropriate for infants. These differences might be tied to specific gendered moral geographies (see Aitken, 2000; Duncan & Smith, 2002; Duncan, 2005 Foy-Phillips & Lloyd-Evans, 2011; Holloway, 1998; McDowell, Ray, Perrons, Fagan, & Ward, 2006; McDowell, 2006, 2008) or ‘caringscapes’ (S. Bowlby, 2012; see also Jupp, 2013). Bourdieu’s concept of habitus usefully helps to conceive how ‘external realities’ forge and create bodies (see for instance, Bourdieu, 1984;
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Bourdieu & Thompson, 1991; see also Holt, 2006; McDowell, 2006, 2008; Reay, 2004). Importantly, Bourdieu does not provide a singular definition of habitus, and habitus has been interpreted heterogeneously by different scholars (see Holt, Bowlby & Lea, 2013, for further discussion). Reay (2004: 34) suggests: “Bourdieu developed the concept of habitus to demonstrate the ways in which not only is the body in the social world, but also the ways in which the social world is in the body”. The focus on habitus emphasizes that bodies are porous and connected to broader social processes. Habitus offers a particular sensitivity to material and socio-economic inequalities. Via feeding, habitus becomes literally, corporeally embodied. Bourdieu (1984: 190) claims that ‘…the body is the most indisputable materialisation of class taste…’.

Class, class faction, along with gendered, racialized, sexualized identities, are incorporated into and create material bodies in specific ways.

Via different feeding practices, bodies can be a mechanism for the (re)production of intergenerational inequalities. The food eaten in childhood forges infant bodies and the materiality of infant bodies remains present in the adults they become (Huërou-Luron, Blat, & Boudry, 2010; Robinson, Ntani, Simmonds, Syddall, Dennison, Sayer, Barker, & Cooper, 2013). Therefore, understanding infant feeding practices could help to untangle the ways in which infants’ bodies and the adult bodies they become are implicated in the (re)production of enduring health inequalities (Graham, 2009). Importantly, understanding the interembodiment of feeding relationships in different socio-spatial contexts should help to unravel: the social contexts of infant feeding practices; the role of the affective relationship between infants/carers/others; how infants’ materials bodies and subjectivities are forged in these contexts; and, the role of infants’ specific, changing, embodied intersubjectivity/agency.
Conclusion

In this paper I have put more flesh on the bones of an agenda for exploring the geographies of infants and their parents/carers. Although inspired by existing work in geographies of children, youth and families, and feminist geographies, these substantive geographies of infants are distinct in foregrounding the embodied intersubjective subjectivity/agency of infants and carers in their socio-spatial contexts. It is important that geographers explore geographies of infants. As infancy is viewed as crucial to the emergence of the subject/agent, public policy interventions and attempts to intervene in earliest childhoods abound (e.g. DH and DoE, 2013; US Early Head Start Act, 2007). These currently tend to be based on theories of child development and attachment, which, while they provide some insights, generally do not take full account of the social and cultural geographies of infants’ emergence. By not reflecting fully on different socio-spatial contexts of infants, these accounts too often inadvertently embody ethnocentric, bourgeois, (dis)ableist and sexist positions, which are then imposed upon a variety of family and caring contexts via well-meaning public policies. There is, then, an urgent need for social and cultural geographers to bring their critical gaze to bear more fully on this important arena.

I have suggested three possible avenues for exploring infant geographies: parent/carer-infant geographies in specific spaces (‘public’, ‘private’, ‘institutional’), subject(ific)ation within infant-other emotional attachment in different spatial contexts (Holt, 2013); and, the material incorporation of (class) habitus in developing infant bodies via different feeding practices. In this paper I more fully reflect upon the final potential avenue to consider how broader socio-spatial inequalities might be
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materialised in infants’ growing and developing bodies via feeding practices.

Researching with infants in ways that takes account of their specific subjectivity/agency necessities, not just a destabilisation of liberal notions of agency, which is part of a broader endeavour in human geography, but also creatively rethinking and reimagining subjectivity/agency. The concept of interembodiment developed by Lupton (2013) has provided a useful starting point to consider the psychic, social and material interdependency of infants and those who care for them, and also has a wider applicability beyond exploring infancy in helping to reconfigure agency/subjectivity beyond liberal notions. However, I suggest a need to more fully examine material, corporeal infant subjectivities/agency and consider the differing socio-spatial contexts of interembodiments. One possible way forward is to explore the specific material contexts of infant feeding. Since food becomes bodily matter in a material sense, and particular socio-cultural geographies of attachment are forged through different feeding practices, food and infant feeding offer an insightful lens into the bodily reproduction of socio-spatial inequalities. However, researchers examining these issues must critically reflect on their research practices to avoid becoming or seeming to be part of a broader governmentality of early childhood.

A final reflection is that my concern with infant geographies is clearly framed by my largely positive, although sometimes fraught, interembodiment with my three children, from my reflective perspective. This is connected to my subjectification as a white, relatively wealthy, non-disabled British woman in a heterosexual marriage. The subjectivity/agency of my three children, with their different personalities is also important here. There are clearly many different geographies of infants/carer/other interembodiment to be written.
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1 Using the term subject/agent is intended to represent how agency emerges within the context of subjection, and therefore it is helpful to consider how agency is formed within the context of subjection, but to suggest that people still have agency, can act as agents. This is specifically important to geographers of children and youth, as young people’s agency is often under question. There is, of course, ongoing debate about the usefulness of conceptualising a specifically human agency (Cresswell, 2012; Kraf, 2013). Like Cresswell (2012) I find it helpful to conceive of a specifically human agency, although not a uniquely human agency. Following Butler (2003) and others, it seems important to understand people’s ability to act in the world, to change and challenge aspects of the world and the ‘structures’ that constrain and enable them: consciously and deliberately, purposefully, although of course people are not fully conscious, all knowing, or rational.

2 The institutional constraints of university ethical procedures have been pointed out as a further potential reason for the relative absence of research that focuses on the subjectivity-agency of infants, by an anonymous reviewer.